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Picture: DisneyDisney+ is one of the newest streaming services in the block, but no doubt the one with some of the best content out there right now. Disney is ending January by bringing the 2019 version of The Lion King to the streaming platform. January 31 also features the premiere of a new Pixar short film, Lamp Life, which answers the question: What has happened to Bo since we last saw her in Toy
Story 2? February will bring movies such as The Sandlot and Toy Story 4, and new episodes of a popular Disney+ series, including Diary of a Future President, Marvel's Hero Project, and Disney's Fairy Tale Weddings.Here's complete rundown of what to expect in now and February 29, 2020.January 28thThe Lion King (2019)January 31Diary of a Future President - Episode 103 Disaster Relief. Disney
Family Sundays - Episode 113 Tangled: Paper LanternsLamp LifeMarvel's Hero Project - Episode 113 Soaring SeamusOne Day at Disney - Episode 109 Rob Richards: El Capitan OrganistFebruary 1 worldwide in 80 Days Big BusinessThe Sandlot (Return Title)Wicked Tuna (Season 1-2)February 2Descendants 3 February bruary 5Toy Story 4 Fevereirobruary 7Diary of a Future President - Episode 104
The National Mall Disney Family Sundays - Episode 114 Toy Story : Toy BinsMarvel's Hero Project - Episode 114 Dynamic DanielleA Day at Disney - Episode 110 Grace Lee: Storybook ArtistTimmy Failure: Mistakes Were MadeFefebruary 9Old DogsFebruary 14Diary of a Future President - Episode 105 Whistleblower Disney's s Fairy Tale Weddings - Episode 201 Marching to the RunnerDisney Family
Sundays - Episode 115 Princess and the Frog: Lily Pads Marvel's Hero Project - Episode 115 Roving RobbieOne Day at Disney - Episode 111 Kristina Dewberry : Imagineering Construction ManagerG/O Media can get a commissionFebruary 16Mark's Iron Man &amp; Hulk: Heroes UnitedFebruary 20Marvel Rising: Operation ShuriMarvel Rising: Playing with FireFebruary of a Future President - Episode
106 Habaes Corpus Disney Fairytale Weddings - Episode 2020 Alaska to Marry Me Disney Family Sundays - Episode 116 Artistocats: Headbands Marvel's Hero Project - episode 116 Genesis The Amazing Animal AllyOne Day at Disney - Episode 112 Vince Caro : Pixar Recording EngineerStar Wars: The Clone Wars - Episode 701 The Bad Batch Financial Market Data Powered by Quotemedia.com. All
rights reserved. Terms and conditions. NYSE/AMEXdata was 20 minutes late. Nasdaq/other data delayed 15 minutes unless indicated. Copyright © 2020 InvestorPlace Media, LLC. All rights reserved. Town &amp; Country February 2019. Photo: Francesco Carrozzini If, as the old saying goes, you should not judge a book by the cover, where does it leave the magazines? On Tuesday, Town &amp;
Country magazine unveiled its February 2019 issue, which features Anne Hathaway as its cover star. But the magazine, which is presumably for people living in countries and/or both (and possibly even the country, as a singular noun) also also a series of headlines of choice alongside a picture of Anne looking windswept, which was filmed by Francesco Carrozzini. Mom, are we rich? asked one sincerely.
We're moving to New Zealand, suggested another one, and honestly, okay, I'm on board. But you may not be —and that's because the headline that whispers more treacherously to you can reveal a lot about who you are as a person, and what your 2019 will have. You're currently at the bottom of the pinnacle of Marie Kondo's new Netflix series, and you're struggling with which of your three gray sweaters
doesn't bring you any more joy. You're considering a pivot for vlogging, or asking for an increase in work because Cookie Monster inspired you. You're not just looking for New Year's resolutions; you are looking for life resolutions specifically for 2019. You may or may not have bangs this year. Seeing that someone listed your job as an entrepreneur on Tinder wouldn't be an automatic slip for you. You're
open to how people make their money! You'd put CBD oil on your feet if it helped ease the pain of high heels. You have a friend who refers to marijuana as jazz cabbage, no matter how many times you asked them to stop. (They swear it's ironic. You know very well. Also, you might be that friend.) Every time you travel, you immediately look up lists of houses and wonder what life would be like if you just
started again right there. This trip does not need to be far; you could meet friends for brunch in a new neighborhood and start fantasizing about a sunny room. You're happy to start over. If you identify yourself as headline, I honestly can't help you, but I wish you luck and change. Let's leave the fatphobia in 2018, and also in the trash. Cookie Monster also inspired you to negotiate an increase in work! You
read any and all money blog, and decided to be better about your finances in 2019. You've considered electing a monetary punishment, and you're deeply attuned to the career pitfalls that threaten the next generation. But you also find yourself wistfully asking, what is wealth? Are you having money? (Yes, I don't know. Yes.) But are also the experiences you have, the life you lead, the relationships and
memories and eat, pray, the love that makes it all worth while? (Yes, of course, but also, it's having money. The sooner everyone admits that, the better we will be.) Also, you have a lot of Capricorn on your christmas chart. What city &amp; country headline are you? January is the biggest discount month of the year, but many of the winter sales drag on until February —not to mention some new sales
thanks to the annual fairs. Here are the best things to buy this month. Every month, we look back at the best times to buy anything during the year, and pull out items every month to remind you of what's to come. Obviously that is to say you should go on a shopping spree - but if you're adhering to a lower price on something, these are the things that get the sale treatment in at Little planning can save a ton
of money when it comes to buying throughout the year. Here you are... Read more ToS from WinterBoats: If you're looking to grab your sea legs, now's a good time to start looking at boats. This is for a number of reasons, as the staff at Boatline and Bankrate suggest: First; it's boat show season, which means you can buy used boats at discounted prices while everyone gets excited for the new models.
And second; it's between holidays in many parts of the country -- few people take their boats off in the winter's draught -- so demand is low, along with prices. Computer monitors: Black Friday isn't the only time to pick up cheap computer monitors. January and February are the time of stock release, according to CNET, which means you'll find some nice sales as 1990 manufacturers make way for other
models. Check out our guide on choosing the best monitor to find the right one for you. Gas Grills &amp; Air Conditioner: If you live in a colder area, February is a difficult month. Fortunately, summer-centric products such as barbecues and air conditioners are a little cheaper, bankrate says, since no one else is really looking for one. If you're in the market, now's a good time to pick it up. Wedding supplies:
Like barbecues, everyone is waiting for spring to plan their wedding —which means it's much easier to find a place and negotiate prices this month before the good weather arrives. Maybe an internal marriage is right for you. While you're at it, check out this list of other ways to save on your wedding. Winter Coats &amp; Clothing: For obvious reasons, the later you enter winter, the cheaper winter clothes
get. If you can wait until the end of the season, both TIME and Dealnews agree: you can find some cool discounts. G/O Media may receive a FebruaryBroadway Tickets commission: It's an off season, so prices are low for Broadway and off-Broadway shows this time of year. In fact, this year, you can pick up some great 2-to-1 deals from now until February 12, for popular shows like Avenue Q, the Blue
Man Group, and more. Go to NYCGo.com to see more details. Cell phones: Cell phones may not be your ideal gift for Valentine's Day, but as Mark Di Vincenzo notes in his book Buy Shoes on Wednesday and tweet at 4:00, many mobile operators have some good 2-to-1 sales for you and your sweetie over the holiday. HDTVs &amp; Home Theaters: Even if you're not a sports fan, pre-Super Bowl sales are
definitely worth checking out —that is, if you didn't get a new TV during the Black Friday race. New models are coming out later in the spring, according to CNET and Dealnews, which that unless you're looking for new technologies like 3D, there's no shame in getting last year's model while prices are low. (Note 2015: Unfortunately, the Super Bowl dropped a lot earlier this year, but you should still be able to
find some good prices throughout the month.) We will post updates for you every month, so you are aware of the business going on all year round. All. you are curious to see what is to come, you can always check our best time to buy guide to see the whole year at a glance. And, if you know of any business we haven't mentioned, share them in the comments below. Below.
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